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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
147 - EXPLORING THE BOUNDARIES OF
LITERAL AND NON-LITERAL READINGS OF CHUMASH - PART 1
OU ISRAEL CENTER - FALL 2019

• The foundation of our understanding of Torah is the text of Chumash. Every letter is sacred and special, and grappling with the
meaning of every word and idea is the starting point of any exploration of the meaning of our existence.
• We were not however given the raw text alone. Along with it comes a plethora of Torah Shebe’al Peh - the Oral Law, some of which
originates in the Revelation at Sinai and prophecy to Moshe, and some of which was developed over time by our Torah leaders and
thinkers - the Sanhedrin, the individual Tannaim and Amoraim that comprise ‘Chazal’, and later the mefarshim throughout Jewish
history and across the Jewish world.
• However, Revelation (whether Sinaitic or ongoing) is not the only source of our perception of reality. We also base much of our
understanding of the universe on reason and academic thought - whether philosophical or scientific. In the last 500 years, both of
these areas have grown exponentially to form and inform the world-view of the secular society around us.
• Clearly, there is a potential for (at least apparent) conflict between Revelation and Reason1. In navigating that difficult road, the
manner in which we read our sacred texts is critical. When should a reading be literal and when allegorical? This applies especially to
Chumash, but also more widely to Tanach, Talmud and Midrashim2.
• There is no ‘safety’ in either of the extreme positions on this question. To reject any non-literal understanding of Chumash would
require a fundamentalist reading to the point that God has physical properties - hand, eye, anger etc. So, clearly, some aspects of the
text must have a deeper non-literal meaning. On the other hand, to fully allegorize the Chumash entirely undermines the binding
nature and definition of mitzvot and halacha, not to mention many of central historical assumptions of the text. In this sense, such a
reading is also clearly inconsistent with the text itself.
• So where can we draw a line somewhere between these extreme and untenable readings?

A] FRAMING THE ISSUES - A CONTEMPORARY DEBATE
1.

RJS: I believe the Bible records events that actually happened, like God talking to Abraham, arguing with him, challenging him. God
really did intervene in human history.
RD: You don’t really believe that Abraham talked to God and God bargained with him? This is some kind of symbolic parable that
you’re talking about.
RJS: It’s clearly a parable and the argument between God and Abraham is God giving Abraham a seminar in how to be a Jewish
parent ....
RD: I get the feeling that theologians, whether Jewish or Christian almost don’t bother to distinguish between that which is symbolic
and that which is literal.
RJS: Tell me, when your daughter was ten did you teach her theories or tell her stories?
RD: Well, you make a good point which is that there are times when stories get across a point better than telling it literally.
RJS: And when civilization was in its ‘childhood’, you tell it stories.
RD: Yes, there’s a lot to be said for parables3, certainly. But what I want to know - and I always want to know this from theologians,
Christian or Jewish - is do you actually think it happened? Do you actually think that Abraham did truss Isaac on an altar and then
let him off?
RJS: I definitely think that something happened that made Jews value their children more than in any other civilization I know .........

1. Rabbi Sacks’ 2012 book: The Great Partnership - Science, Religion the Search for Meaning is an essential read on the issue.
2. The question of how to read Midrashim, and the extent to which ANY literal understanding is legitimate is beyond the scope of this shiur. We will iy’H deal with this on another
occasion. In brief, while we will see that, with Tanach, there is a presumption of literal understanding unless there are strong reasons to negate that. With Midrashim, according to
many mefarshim, there is a presumption of NON-LITERAL reading, unless there is strong reason to take a more literal approach.
3. There are significant distinctions between different types of non-literal interpretation - allegory, parable, idiom, metaphor, myth, hyperbole etc. For the present purposes we will
define ‘literal’ as the ‘normal’ or ‘standard’ usage of language by people.
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RD: It’s entirely admirable that these moral lessons should become enshrined in the culture of any people ..... Something
interesting happened in Jewish history which led to these admirable things. But, I actually care about what’s historically true!
RJS: So do I!
RD: Yes, but, do you think that Abraham really did truss Isaac on an altar?
RJS: I don’t ... I ....
RD: I want to know if you think it’s literally true!
RJS: Well, first of all I think that story is a protest against the belief throughout the ancient world that parents own their children ....
and I think G-d is saying ...... ‘no Jew owns his or her child’... And that is what I am reading from all these stories. These things
happened but they didn’t happen as mere facts. They happened as morally instructive lessons .....
Conversation between Chief Rabbi Lord Sacks and Richard Dawkins, BBC pre-Rosh Hashana broadcast - September 20124

2.

Both the Flood and the Tower of Babel are rooted in actual historical events, even if the narrative is not couched in the
language of descriptive history. Mesopotamia had many flood myths, all of which testify to the memory of disastrous
inundations, especially on the flat lands of the Tigris-Euphrates valley (See Commentary of R. David Zvi Hoffman to Genesis 6
[Hebrew, 140] who suggests that the Flood may have been limited to centres of human habitation, rather than covering the
whole earth). Excavations at Shurrupak, Kish, Uruk and Ur – Abraham’s birthplace – reveal evidence of clay flood deposits.
Likewise the Tower of Babel was a historical reality. Herodotus tells of the sacred enclosure of Babylon, at the centre of which
was a ziqqurat or tower of seven stories, 300 feet high. The remains of more than thirty such towers have been discovered,
mainly in lower Mesopotamia, and many references have been found in the literature of the time that speak of such towers
“reaching heaven.”
However, the stories of the Flood and Babel are not merely historical, because the Torah is not history but “teaching,
instruction.” They are there because they represent a profound moral-social-political-spiritual truth about the human
situation as the Torah sees it. They represent, respectively, precisely the failures intimated by Paul Johnson. The Flood tells us
what happens to civilization when individuals rule and there is no collective. Babel tells us what happens when the collective
rules and individuals are sacrificed to it.
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks - Individual and Collective Responsibility5

3.

Before we open the Torah however, let us consider how to read it. As a subject of philological or antiquarian research? As
corroboration for antediluvian or geological hypotheses? In the expectation of finding revelations of esoteric mysteries?
Certainly not! As Jews we will read this book - as a book tendered to us by God in order that we learn from it about what we
are and what we should be during our earthly existence. We will read it as ‘Torah’ - literally instruction - directing and guiding
us within God’s world and among humanity, making our inner self come alive.
Rav S.R. Hirsch - 19 Letters, Letter 2

B] TORAH AS POETRY
vnfk tmuh sjt tren ;t - ,umumhb vnfk ekj,n vz ahyp vn /gkx .m« p¬ h JhY" pfU (d"f uvhnrh) :tb, ktgnah hcr hcs
ohngy

4.

/tk ihrsvbx

Torah Shebichtav is multi-layered and permits multiple levels of interpretation. Consider the difference between the
Torah understanding of a word - ‘davar’ - which is also a ‘thing’ in itself; almost a 3D object which can be analyzed
from different perspectives. Compare this with the Aristotelian (and modern secular) concept of the ‘word’ - ‘logos’ which is a mere convention to communicate the form of a thing. The secular ‘word’ is never an intrinsic source of truth.

ktrG"h h¬bcC" sgk ,t«²Zv v¬rh8" v h"K¹ -v.hvT" igņk o·.vhp" C V´nhG" ktrG"h-hbC-,t. V¬sNku ,t«ºZv vrh v-,t. Æof. k Uc³ ,F" vTÀ gu

5.

yh:tk ohrcs

The Torah calls itself a ‘shira’ - a poem.

4. Minutes 17:48 - 20:44, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipDdd1SISoM&feature=youtu.be
A fuller version of this debate can be found at www.youtube.com/watch?v=roFdPHdhgKQ. The debate on literalism can be found between minutes 14:12 and 24:40.
5. Available on the OU website at https://www.ou.org/torah/parsha/rabbi-sacks-on-parsha/individual_and_collective_responsibility/
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hk vhv, ignk tres whphxn vhtr uthcvu /vru,v kf tuva vrhav ,t ofk uc,f trenv whpc ukgv (jk) ohrsbc vbvu /d
gcy vc ah f"g tkt !vrha ka iuakc vc,fb tk hrvu ?vrha ,"vf treb lthv ihcvk ah tvhn tv //// sgk ,tzv vrhav
gcyc :ohbhbg hbac hzrp rupxn vmhknv vbuans sunk, og ihcn kfk gushs /vmhkn iuakc rucs tuva /vrhav ,kudxu
:vkudxcu
iuuf zurjv vzu /rupxv vzk iuuf zurjv vzs /smv in ,urgv ,uagk lhrmu /hzrp rupxc unf vph rtucn ihbgv iht rhacs (t
uz vmhkn hshk thcva ihbg cuyc gsuha hns sug kfaunu /yuhsv ka whpt rhav gcy tuv lf tkt /aurs hrhehn tku /vzk
in ibuc,vk tc eru 'ihbgv ,buf,n vghsh uk ihta ahtkn r,uh vcrv veusesu rhav ka iuak rut uk eu,n uhkg rcj,ba
vru,v kf gcy tuv lf /rruanv iuuf vzk tku okugn whv tka vn ,uhusc ,urgavk tuv kukg vznu /ihbgv ;ru, vmhknv
yap tuv lf tkt /waursw treb tku /iuakv heusesk ohaurhpu ,urgv ,uagk ah tkt /vph rtucn vca rupxv ihta
//// trenv
/rcjnv oa ut c"t lrsc ohzurjv hatr ,uagk duvba unf /rhav ihbgn ubhta vn ohznrc vrtpk vkudx ah rhacs (c
er /ygnf iuakv ,t oegk rcjnvk ohngp vcrv ,jrfn uz vkudxs gushu /hzrp rupxc tku vmhknc ,sjuhn uz vkudxu
'trenv yapc rcusnv ihbgv sckna /vkuf vru,v kfc thv ann vz rcsu /uk arsbv ,utc ohzurjv hatr ukjha hsf
ubht z"fu /f"f ehusn ubhta iuakc trenv ohngp vnf tc vz ,njn rat ohnkgb ohbhbgu ,usux vcrv rcs kfc ah sug
//// ase htren kfc tkt vausev vru,c er

6.

d x rcs engv rpxk c hmbv ,nsev - engv ,nse

The Netziv (R. Naftali Tzvi Yehuda Berlin of Volozhin - 19C) understands that we are required to read the verses of the
Torah with the same nuance and sophistication that we bring to the reading of poetry!
• As with the analysis of all literature, a major hermeneutical question must be how to decide when a meaning attributed to a text is
authentic. What is the relevant test to ascertain the meaning of any text? Is it: (i) the intention of the author (ii) the understanding of
the initial readership for whom the text was written (iii) the objective understanding of any other group of people reading that text in the
future, even though that could not have been anticipated that the time of writing6 or (iv) the subjective understanding of any individual
reading that text at any time, even though that is almost certainly not what the author, or maybe most other people, would understand?
• No one would deny that the Torah has multiple levels of meaning which have parallel and concurrent legitimacy. The more pertinent
question is whether the one specific level of meaning - the literal - can ever be fully negated,in any case such that we can definitively
state that the verse in question CANNOT be understood literally.

C] MUST A VERSE ALWAYS HAVE A ‘PSHAT’ MEANING?
:rnut rzghkt hcr /,tyj chhj - tmh otu 'jnurc tku 'vktc tku 'xhr,c tku ',aec tku ;hhxc tk ahtv tmh tk /vban
-t«k ,«urº nznkÆovh
. ,«u,hbG
"ju ohÀ"Ttk
" o,«¹ ucrj U,̧Tf" u (s:c uvhgah) :rntba 'htbdk tkt ibht :ohrnut ohnfju 'uk iv ihyhaf,
" «ku crº.
.j Æh«uD-kt. h«ud³ t¸¬h"
(s:vn ohkv,) ch,fs ?uk iv ihyhaf, rnts rzghkt hcrs tngy htn //// nd /vnjkn" s«ug Us¬ nkh-t
tren iht :vhk rnt !ch,f vru, hrcsc htv :tbuv crs vhrc rnk tbvf cr vhk rnt /Wr.sG
vu WÀ s«uvŒ r«uC·D" Qŕh-kg ẂCrj-r«udGj
ihts tbgsh vuv tku 'tsunk, vhkufk vhk tbrhnd vuvu ihba hrx hbn, rc tbhuv sf tbvf cr rnt /uyuap hshn tmuh
!!t,av sg uyuap hshn tmuh tren

7.

/dx ,ca

Chazal express a principle that uyuap hshn tmuh tren iht - a verse never loses its ‘pshat’ meaning. Should this be seen
as an imperative to retain a literal reading of Tanach?
• Interestingly, this principle is immediately questioned in the text. Rav Kahana expresses amazement that, in his broad education in
Torah, he had never heard of this principle until this exchange!

u,ut ihrue - ;xuh ?oak tkt ubht ut 'vkjbk rnut v,t /vkjbk - uh"jt o¬J-kg oU¾eh ///// Ær«ufCv vÀhvu (u:vf ohrcs) :r", /wnd
vn /o,kG
jbC UtrEh" o².vhjGt oJ̄ kǵ (u:jn ,hatrc) ikvk rntbu 'uhjt oa kg oueh itf rntb ?ibjuh u,ut ihrue - ibjuh ';xuh
'uyuap hshn tmuh tren iht vkuf vru,v kfcs cd kg ;t :tcr rnt //// vkjbk itf runtv oa ;t vkjb ikvk runtv oa
!hrndk vhyapn vh,ehpt vua vrzd ht,t tfv (hrndk ehpb tk uvhn uyuap hshn tarsk vhk ibharss cd kg ;tu - hwar)

8.

/sf ,unch

Chazal here outline the exception that proves the rule! All verses have a pshat, expect for this one concerning Yibum,
where the verse requires the first child of the levirate marriage to take the ‘name’ of his uncle - the deceased husband.
This does not mean the actual name but the inheritance. Chazal explain that this negates the pshat of this verse, yet all
other verses DO have a pshat!
• What is the meaning of ‘pshat’. Does it mean ‘literal’? In many cases the clear answer is that the pshat is NOT the literal meaning of
the verse.
6. Consider what is an authentic reading of the US Constitution. Must the rights granted be interpreted in the context of the intentions of the original Founding Fathers or can they be
given a 21st Century meaning, even though we are certain that the 18th Century authors would have objected totally to such an interpretation.
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jeu lsa rufn rnt, kt /uk ,bduv vbhta vmg i,, tk rcsc tnuxv hbpk - hwar) //// k«Jf$ n iT% , t«k r%Ug h%bpk
$ u$ Jrj kKe,-t«k
(ubnhv vkyubu uhkg ;eug v,tu 'runj lk

9.

sh:yh trehu

The Torah prohibits putting a stumbling block before the blind. Rashi explains this as a prohibition on giving bad
advice. But is that the pshat in the verse or a drash?

rug hbpk ict ann kuafn i,b ots 'uyuapn hrndk tmh rug hbpks vzv euxps vrtb nwrv hrcsn ifu rcjnv crv hrcsn vbvu
!rcug ubht

10.

cwkr vumn lubhj ,jbn

The Minchat Chinuch understands that this verse actually has NO literal meaning, to the extent that if one actually
placed a rock in front of a blind person, THIS specific prohibition would not apply7!
• In fact, the principle of uyuap hshn tmuh tren iht is generally used in the discussion of halachic8 applications of the text and the
line between pshat and drash9. It is NOT cited by the classic mefarshim in the discussion of the literal or non-literal meaning of the
narrative parts of Tanach.
• Defining ‘pshat’ is tricky. The root y-a-p means surface level or spread out. So pshat is the superficial, initial reading of the text,
based upon the proper understanding of the words in conformity with the rules of language, structure, context and the teachings of the
Oral Law.10
• It certainly does not mean ‘simple’11. It can be ‘literal’ but is not certainly not by definition literal. The ‘yad’ of God is not a physical
hand but an idiom for power/activity etc.12 So too, when the verses record in Hebrew the conversations of Bilaam and Balak, or Paro
and his ministers, these are presumably not the literal words that they uttered since they spoke their own languages. So too, in the
narrative portions of Tanach which record historical 13 events, the pshat of the pesukim is not necessarily a literal blow-by-blow account
of ‘what happened’14.

D] THE DANGERS OF HALACHIC INAUTHENTICITY - ‘MEGALE PANIM LATORAH’
ovrct ka u,hrc rpnvu 'ohcrc urcj hbp ihcknvu ',usgunv ,t vzcnvu 'ohasev ,t kkjnv :rnut hgsunv rzgkt hcr
tcv okugk ekj uk iht ohcuy ohagnu vru, ushc aha hp kg ;t - vfkvf tka vru,c ohbp vkdnvu 'oukav uhkg ubhct

11.

th vban d erp ,uct ,fxn vban

One of the most brazen and unacceptable practices is vfkvf tka vru,c ohbp vkdnvu - creating new facets to Torah
which are against the halacha. Such a person loses their place in the World To Come.

tk lgrznu - lkunk rhcgvk i,, tk lgrznu odr,nv iudf /vfkvf tka vru,c ohaurhpu ohbp vtrna - vru,c ohbp vkdnvu
rucgk uhbp zhgna - ohbp vkdn :rjt aurhp /hpus ka ,uars arusv vz kkfcu /tren ka uyuap vz ihtu /t,uhnrtk trcgtk i,,
ohbp ,auc uk ihtu vnr shc thxvrpc vru, hrcs kg

12.

th vban d erp ,uct ,fxn trubyrcn vhscug wr

Megale Panim LeTorah applies to someone who reinterprets verses relating to mitzvot in such a way to change the
halacha. It also includes someone who learns disparaging or mocking interpretations - derashot shel dofi.15
• As such, the allegorizing of verses in such a way to change halacha or reinterpret the meaning of miztvot would clearly be seriously
prohibited. But the reading of narrative passages of the Torah in a non-literal manner would not be megale panim - except to the
extent that it undermines in some way the halachic system. We will see in Part 2 that this also applies to readings which undermine
one of the main platforms of Jewish belief - ikrei hadat.
7. Of course, such an action is absolutely prohibited in practice on many other halachic grounds, not least of which the Torah mitzva of Ahavat Reim.
8. Although the verses in Nach quotes here are not directly halachic, they are being brought in the context of a halachic proof, not a narrative understanding.
9. The question of what is the pshat and what is drash can be fascinating in English too! Consider the following advertising slogans:
“WE BUILD EXCITEMENT - PONTIAC”
“TRUST SLEEPY’S FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE”
“SMIRNOFF - LEAVES YOU BREATHLESS”
What are the ‘pshat’ and ‘drash’ meanings of those phrases?

10. See The Requirement of Pshat and Challenge of Derash, Abraham Kelman, Hakira Journal Vol 3 p.133
11. Note R. Hayyim Angel’s book of essays on pshat and drash issues entitled Pshat Isn’t So Simple - see further reading below.
12. It should however be noted that a mystical Torah approach and the kabbalistic mefarshim understand the expressions ‘yad’, ‘ayin’ etc as being descriptions of an actual spiritual
reality, rather than a simple metaphor. God actually does have a ‘yad’. This is not of course physical but an elevated Divine manifestation of a ‘yad’. Our hand is simply a pale
reflection of this realty. Nevertheless, even on this understanding, the word ‘yad’ in the verse is still not being read literally, in the sense of the ‘normal’ understanding of the word.
13. The actual historicity of at least certain parts of the Tanach narrative are not only essential to any authentic view of Judaism but in many cases (certainly in the chronologically later
parts of Tanach) are corroborated by external evidence.
14. We will discuss this more iyH in Part 2.
15. See Sanhedrin 99b for examples.
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E] RAV SA’ADIA GAON AND THE LIMITS OF NON-LITERALISM
E1] RAV SAADIA GAON’S 4 REASONS
13.

..... it is a well-know fact that every statement found in the Bible is to be understood in its literal sense except for those that
cannot be so construed for one of the following four reasons:(i) It may, for example, either be rejected by the observation of the senses, such as the statement: And the man called his
wife’s name Eve because she was the mother of all living things, whereas we see that the ox and the lion are not the offspring
of womankind ....
(ii) Or else the literal sense may be negated by reason, such as that of the statement “ For the Lord your G-d is a devouring fire”
... now fire is something created and defective, for it is subject to extinction. Hence it is logically inadmissible that God
resembles it.
(iii) ... by an explicit text of a contradictory nature, in which case it would become necessary to interpret the first statement in a
non-literal sense ....
(iv) Finally, any Biblical statement to the meaning of which rabbinic tradition has attached a certain reservation is to be
interpreted by us in keeping with this authentic tradition. Thus it has been transmitted to us that the punishment of stripes
consists of 39 blows, although the Scripture states “Forty stripes he may give him”
There exist, then, only these four possible reasons for a non-literal interpretation of the verses of the Sacred Writ, there being
no fifth!
Sefer Emunot Vedeot 7:216

14.

..... it is not admissible that a verse [of Scripture] be construed in any other than its literal sense except for one of the four
reasons mentioned by us previously. Where, however, none of these reasons exists, the verses are to be taken in their explicit
meaning. For if it were necessary to construe every verse of Sacred Writ in whatever figurative sense is possible without
compelling proof, not a single revealed law would be maintained17, since they are all capable of such non-literal
interpretation.18
Sefer Emunot Vedeot 7:4

Later in the same section of the book, Rav Saadia gives an underlying reason for the concern of over-allegorization.
Without appropriate and authentic boundaries, allegory would totally undermine the system of mitzvot, changing the
meaning of some explicit commandments and transforming others into metaphors for more abstract overarching moral
values. He also gives examples of how unchecked allegorization could undermine the historicity of key events in the
Tanach.

E2] LITERAL READINGS NEGATED BY OUR SENSES
:oJ Ubht" r ohebG
" g hbC odu o"hn8C ,«rUmcU ,«k«sD ohrg
" UBN. n" oru kIsD og r«ntk Ubcck ,t. UXnv Ubhjt oh"k«g UbjbGt vbt

15.

jf:t ohrcs

When the Torah speaks of ‘cities fortified to the heavens’, we understand the hyperbole and true meaning. We read this
an idiom.

sIg UJe, t«k of. Prgu of. cck ,krg ,t oTk
. nU

16.

zy:h ohrcs

So too the ‘circumcising’ of the ‘foreskin’ of our heart.
• An obvious question here is the extent to which this negation of literal reading due to sense perception extends to negation due to
our scientific understanding. Today, our ‘senses’ extend far wider than immediate personal awareness. Given the reach of science and
technology, we are able to ‘sense’ countless millions of facts about the universe we live in. On that basis, would Rav Saadia
understand that where the verses of the Torah appear to contradict contemporary science - eg in the account of Creation and the Age of
the Universe, or in the flood narrative, they must be reinterpreted in accordance with science?

16. Emunot Ve’Deot was written in Arabic and later translated into Hebrew. There are in fact two variant versions of the Seventh Treatise and that which most often appears (based on
the original Ibn Tibbon translation) is the other one. The English translations used on this sheet are from the 1948 Rosenblatt translation.
17. This is of course one of the main directions of Christian hermeneutics, which read much of the Tanach in a non-literal manner. Classic Christian hermeneutics sees four levels of
meaning in the verses - literal, moral, allegorical and anagogical (mystical). In this way many of the commandments of the Chumash can be re-interpreted in ways that do not
impose concrete obligations.
18. Rav Saadia Gaon then gives 5 examples of how legal and narrative passages in Tanach could, incorrectly, have been allegorized due to other verse and proofs. These include
reading (i) the law not to light fires on Shabbat as a prohibition to fight armed battles on Shabbat ; (ii) the law not to eat chametz on Pesach as a prohibition against adultery; (iii)
the narrative of splitting of the Red Sea as a description of how the Bnei Yisrael was caught between two wings of the Egyptian army; and (iv) the account of the stopping of the sun
and moon in Yehoshua as a metaphor for the firm establishment of the Jewish government!
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The view of Saadia (882-942) shared by all the medieval philosophers, is that when a biblical text is incompatible with wither
reason or observation, that is sufficient evidence that it is to read figuratively, allegorically, poetically or in some other way.
Reason and observation, later to become the methodology of science, were regarded as reliable bases of knowledge, and it
was taken as axiomatic that the Torah could not conflict with established truth.
The Great Partnership, Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, p 35319

• This approach then raises the question of the role of miracles in the Tanach. Natural Science cannot (by definition) accept the
existence of the supernatural. So how would we view miracles in light of R. Saadia? Are they actually more ‘natural’ than we think?

E3] LITERAL READINGS OF MITZVOT NEGATED BY CHAZAL
Clearly, there are many mitzvot in the Torah which we understand in a way which is NOT a literal reading of the verse.

INt" ckGjC hs" D k8c, t«k //////

18.

yh:df ,una

The Torah states: ‘Do not cook a kid in its mother’s milk’, which is understood as prohibition on cooking the meat and
milk of a domesticated animal, or eating such a cooked mixture.

uk aha rcsv lk rurc ot :kan inf tkt vz iht - h"ar) :I,cbdC" rFn"bu Ik iht ot" oKJh oKJ Ik ohn" S uhkg Jn. 8. v vjrz ot"
(//// durvk tc ubhta lk yuap lf 'okugc ouka tuva vzv anaf lng ouka

19.

c:cf ,una

If ‘the sun shines on the intruder’, it is not permitted to kill them. This is NOT a reference to actual sunshine, but Rashi
understands it to be ‘like a parable’ - if the matter is as ‘clear as day’ that the intruder has no intention to harm.

hrv - h"ar) :rhg" v hbez" hbp"k vkn¬" v UGrpU hT" c" hkU,C v.Ktu oh"kU,C WTck
" h,tm
" n t«k r«ntk ohrc
" S ,«kh"kGg oG tUv vBv" u
(vknaf ohrcsv ihruujn :kan vz

20.

zh:cf ohrcs

In another example, which Rashi calls an actual parable, the Torah speaks of proving the virginity of a bride by ‘laying
out the sheet before the judges’. In fact there is no sheet at all20! This is simply a mashal for presenting clear evidence,
as if ‘laying out a sheet’.

E4] LITERAL READINGS OF NARRATIVE NEGATED BY CHAZAL
:tre rnt lhkg 'k"t /vhv kan tkt trcb tku vhv tk cuht :rnteu ch,hu 'hbnjb rc ktuna wrs vhne ibcrn tuvv ch,h
/wudu v¾.Hjhu vºbe r´.
JGtÆvBye ,³jt vĢcF-o
" t" ÁhF" kÀ«F-iht J´rku (d:ch wc ktuna) 'v,gn tkt !«un·J c«uH́t" .Ug-.
 r.t. c v¬hv Jh²"t (t:t cuht)
?vnk urhg oau una 'f"t /tnkgc kan hnb tfv !tnkgc kan tkt ?vuv hn

21.

/uy tr,c tcc

In debating the historicity of the book of Job, one opinion in the Gemara posits that the entire book is a mashal!

E5] LITERAL READINGS NEGATED BY OTHER VERSES
,jt jehu (tf:c ,hatrc) rnut tuv ikvku - h"ar :o,«t trC vcebU rfz I,«t trC ohv«kW
" t o.km. C InkmC ostv ,t. ohv«" kt
W trc"Hu
rjt ouenc lk arhpu i,hhrc smhf lk arhp tku haac ovhba utrcba lghsuv itf 'tren ka uyuapu ///// 'wudu uh,ugkmn

22.

zf:t ,hatrc

Rashi explains that the creation of man and woman was NOT simultaneous, even though Bereishit 1 seems to state
clearly that it was. In fact, it is only in Bereishit 2 that we see how the actual creation took place - man first and woman
second.

19. See though Rabbi Moshe Meiselman in Torah, Chazal and Science p 272, who strongly disagrees with Rabbi Sacks on this point. He does not regard the guidelines of Rav Saadia to
include scientific knowledge. He questions whether science is based on reason as much as on ‘subjective factors’. Nevertheless, in response to Rabbi Meiselman, whilst it is
certainly true that some scientists have personal agendas, and not everything labelled ‘science’ is clearly established objective fact, with some issues remaining theoretical, it
cannot be denied that most of science is fundamentally objective and grounded in reason.
20. Although Ramban does outline one scenario in which the practice was to examine an actual sheet.
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E6] LITERAL READINGS NEGATED BY REASON, SCIENCE OR TORAH THOUGHT
23.

You surely know that many verses of the holy Law are not to be taken literally. Since it is known through proofs of reason that
it is impossible for the thing to be literally so, the translator [Aramaic targum] rendered it in a form that reason will abide. A
man should never cast his reason behind him, for the eyes are set in front and not in back21.
Maimonides - Letter on Astrology (translated R. Isadore Twersky - A Maimonides Reader (1972) p. 472

In Part 2 we will look more closely iy’H at the concept of ost hbc iuakf vru, vrcs. What are its limits and how does it help to define
the authentic boundaries of non-literal readings of Tanach?

Further Reading
• The Biblical Stories of Creation, Garden of Eden and the Flood: History or Metaphor - R. Shubert Spero - Tradition 33:2 (1999) pp 5-18
• On the Limits of Non-Literal Interpretation of Scripture from an Orthodox Perspective - Joshua L. Golding - Torah Umadda Journal
(10/2001) pp 37-59
• The Challenge of Creation (2006) - R. Natan Slifkin - Chapter 7
• Torah, Chazal and Science (2013) - Chapters 28-32
• Pshat Isn’t So Simple (2014) - R. Hayyim Angel - p58
• The Keys to the Palace (2017) - R. Hayyim Angel - p115
• Judaism Reclaimed (2019) - R. Shmuel Phillips - Chapter 8

21. Prof Menachem Kellner in Science in the Beit Midrash p234 uses this passage to argue that “To all intents and purposes, science becomes our measure for understanding the
Torah.” It does not seem however that the passages he quotes support this thesis. The Rambam explicitly allows for supernatural miracles in explaining verses literally. Also the
translation Kellner brings of source 17 above (ibid p245 n30), whilst supportive of his thesis, seems unfaithful to the original
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